Local history
Eastleigh-a typical railway town?

£22

Examines Eastleigh’s
growth and typicality in
terms of the
development of
Victorian railway towns.

Four local history Studies?

£5.50

The Gurkhas in
Farnborough, Saxons in
Southampton, the SOE in
Beaulieu and a murder
and execution in Alton.

British history
Three Medieval lessons CD £16.50
Features 3 lessons:
What happened to
Harold at Hastings?,
How did Becket die?,
and The Fate of Wat
Tyler.

Key Stage 4 Publications
Hitler and Saddam: same problem? £11
Pupils explore if George
Bush’s analogy of
Saddam Hussein being
like Hitler is valid.

History Curriculum Centre
Secondary Resources 2015-16

How did Hitler come to
power? £11
Correlates highs and lows in
Germany with Hitler’s rise to
prominence and power.

Examines whether the
Battle of Hastings
marks a truly significant
point in British history.

Should the expulsion of the Medieval
Jews be remembered? £22

Three 1500-1750 lessons CD £16.50

Explores the origins of
anti-Semitism and the
nature of historical
significance.

Features :Was Bloody
Mary really bloody?,
The World Turned
Upside Down and The
Execution of Charles I.
Brothers in Arms—Civil
War Enquiry
£22

Triumph of the Will: Documentary or
propaganda?
£11

How successful was the
League of Nations? £11

Pupils argue against Leni
Reifenstahl ‘s claim that her
film about the Nuremberg
Rally was not propaganda.

Examines contrasting views
and examines the role of
WW2 and hindsight in
shaping opinions over time.

Did the Fire of London end the Plague?
£22

Public health in C 19th

£11

Women in C19th Medicine

£11

Examines whether the
widely held belief that the
Great Fire ended the
Plague is actually true.

Hitler’s invasion of the Rhineland: Safe
bet or wild gamble?
£11
Pupils explore this
episode in the lead up to
world War 2.

To request items from this catalogue please complete the online form at: http://tinyurl.com/history-online-form.
Please pass/forward a copy of the completed form to your Finance Officer. Hampshire LA schools MUST also
send an IBC Internal Trading Customer Request to history.centre@hants.gov.uk or we will be unable to supply
the goods.
NB Prices quoted in this brochure apply to History Centre subscribing schools. Non-subscribing schools will be
charged an additional £35 per item. To check your subscription status contact 01962 874802.

How historically significant is the Battle
of Hastings? £11

Swing Riots Enquiry

£22

Cross-references data and
other information to examine
whether local riots and rioters
were typical of the wider
unrest.

Examines whether Cromwell
was the right man to take over
after the Civil War and who
supported each side.
Battle of Waterloo £22

NEW

In this bicentenary
year, examine why
such different stories
have been told about
the Battle of Waterloo.

www.hants.gov.uk/history

World history

British history
Wilberforce or Wilberfest?

£11

Who are the British?: Movement and
settlement the Big Picture
£11

Was Wilberforce really
responsible for the
abolition of Slavery?
Pupils explore his role
and significance.
What does the story of Walter Tull tell us
about soldiers in WWI? £11

Was El Alamein: the turning point of
World War 2?
£11

This lesson uses personal
story to develop pupils
understanding of the
diversity of the people who
fought in WW1.
Investigating Local War Dead

Explore pupils’ own history
of movement to, from and
within Britain then link to
wider movements of
peoples to and from and
within Britain.

Features an interactive
timeline via which pupils
explore events in WW2 to
answer the question.

WWI Tomb of the Unknown Warrior £11

£22

No Irish need apply: 1950s Britain £11
Pupils examine evidence
to prove or contradict poll
results that suggest the
1950s were a golden age
in Britain.

Examines the state
funeral held after WWI for
an unknown and unnamed soldier. What is
the significance of his
anonymity?
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Winter Palace Enquiry £22
Compares film and historical
interpretations of this event to
explore how purpose and
audience affect representations

Examines reasons for
Custer’s defeat via media
clips, roll play, from which
pupils draw conclusions.

The Migrant Mother

£11

Roosevelt’s New Deal relief
programme is explored via
the story of a migrant
mother. Evidence shows it
was propaganda. Was this
justified?
The Cinderella Man

£22

Case studies of Eastleigh
and Basingstoke illustrate
bringing a local element
into a study of WWI to
make it relevant and
meaningful to students.

Custer at Little Bighorn

Pupils examine sources
and draw conclusions in
the light of the latest
evidence.

£11

Pupils explore the Boom
and Bust years in the USA
by comparing them to the
ups and downs in the life
of boxer James Braddock.
President Kennedy and the Civil Rghts
movement
£11
Pupils explore to what
extent President
Kennedy supported the
Civil Rights movement.
Free at last? The Emancipation
Proclamation £11
Examines the extent to
which the Emancipation
Proclamation improved life
for black Americans.

Why was Rasputin murdered? £11

The Story of Frau Haferkamp

£11

Pupils assess German
people’s response to the
Nazi regime via one
woman’s story.
The Legacy of WW2 in Germany and
Japan
£22
Compares Germany and
Japan’s response to their
actions during WW2 and
assesses their outcomes.

Eight Significance Lessons £5.50
Looks at the significance
of various historical events
and people—WWI, Nazi
Germany, Titanic, Eugene
Sledge, Mary Seacole,
Stalin and Wilberforce.

